ABSTRACT: Taking a cue from its relevance in various spheres
INTRODUCTION
Digital Image Processing is a vast area of interest in exploring the advanced techniques used in interactive computer graphics and computer vision systems. It is a systematic means of processing image using computer with finite number of elements having particular location and value known as pixels [2] . Digital image processing, unlike analog, makes use of computer algorithms to perform image processing. The major advantage of digital image processing is the availability of means of avoiding noise or distortion in processing of generated signals [1] . Digital Image Processing comprises of various steps starting from acquiring an image within the problem domain to identification of desired object [23] . Before approaching to object recognition, the image is compressed and partitioned into constituent objects to derive the descriptor of the partitioned segment. This partitioning of image into its subsequent components is called the segmentation which is a binder of all the other stages of image processing [2] as depicted in fig. 1 . Due to its influence on the consecutive series of functions, segmentation technology is one of the major apprehensions in digital image processing domain [17] . A highly precise partitioning brings about more successful results in object recognition. A robust method of segmentation leads to thriving results in identifying the objects independently with flourishing solutions to problems in processing the image. Feature detection is the uncovering the prominent and characteristic objects in an image. The applications of feature detection comprises of image registration, face recognition and motion tracking [3] . 
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II. CORNER DETECTION
Corner detection is a tactic to uncover the individual, distinct feature known as corner by deducing the constituent elements of image. Corners are also known as points of interest having a defined pixel position. Corner detection includes extracting specific characteristic attributes of the constituents of image. The applications of corner detection encompass motion tracking, image combining, panorama building and 3-D graphic modeling [12] . Few of the corner detection algorithms [5, 6] are mentioned in the following sections.
Harris Corner Detector: The Harris corner detector is insensitive to variations in scale, orientation, illumination and noise making it one of the key point detectors [9] . It works on the basis of local auto-correlation function of a signal; wherein measurement of the local changes of the signal with patches shifted by a small amount in different directions are made.
Harris points do not change with rotation. Harris detector is a region detector which gives the output descriptors taking into account the gradient difference with respect to direction, and not using the patch shift [7] . Invariance to scale is advantageous to only an extent and becomes a stone in the shoe, in case of large scale variations. The disadvantage of this detector is it is not invariant to large scale change [8] . Harris detector reveals the Ljunctions and points with the higher curvature along with the corner points for which second moment matrix and corner function is computed [5, 6] .If both of the Eigen values of the second moment matrix are approximately equal and have high value then the taken point is detected as the corner point.
The auto-correlation function C as in [11] for a variation (∂x, ∂y) through a point (x, y) of an image function represented by I(.,.) in the window W can be represented as: Here matrix c(x, y) denotes the pattern of luminous intensity of the local neighboring patches. If  1 and  2 be the Eigen values of c(x, y) for an invariant descriptor, then according to [4] 
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In Harris-Laplace mapping, the points are detected by Harris function exactly in conformation with the scale and space selected through LoG, i.e. Laplacian-of-Gaussian operator which thus prevents the features from occurring variation in terms of direction and region chosen for scale.
SUSAN Corner Detector:
This detector [10] neither uses spatial derivatives nor does it level the image. In place of this, after applying a round mask over every pixel, the grayscale values of all the pixels coming under that mask are distinguished to that of pixel at the middle [4] . The procedure follows with calculation of the amount of pixels covered in the globular mask having almost same brightness as the centre pixel. SUSAN can thus be used for both line and edge detection [10] . SUSAN is fast, and has better repeatability rate when applied to the globular mask at different positions. The advantage of Susan over Harris is that it does not varies with rotation and change in intensity of light. However it is susceptible to noise.
The Moravec Corner Detector:
This corner detection algorithm has been the earliest methodology used to depict the corner with low similarity [4] . It proceeds with checking presence of corner if any, in every pixel in the image by defining the similarity of that pixel with neighboring and overlapping ones. This is followed by measurement of sum of squared differences (SSD) between the two patches, the similarity is deduced considering the factors as in table 1 below. The credence of the corner to be a point of interest lies in the obtaining the smallest value of SSD between the patch and its nearby pixels in horizontal, vertical or diagonal positions. The major disadvantage of this detector lies in the obstruction that if the existing edge does not lie in the region that can be measured as nearby pixel, then the least number deduced as SSD will be large and the edge will be mistakenly taken as a feature of interest.
III. EDGE DETECTION
The concept of edge is based on measurement of the grayscale break-offs discovered at a point also known as gray-scale discontinuity [2] . Where the corner is meant to be two dimensional in feature, edge is formed as one dimensional object. Edge detection is a method to identify the points where intensity of brightness alters very finely. These points when clustered in line segments form edges. Edge detection distinguishes and locates discontinuities [13] . Edge detection is the most extensively applied approach towards image segmentation for the important characteristics of image like corners, lines and curves can be derived from an edge occurring in an image [18] . Thereby, the methods of edge detection are in wide applications of image partitioning and registration. These methods used are performed by doing image filtration prior to detecting edges with reduced or no noise content. The major approaches towards finding edge in an image comprise of gradient based edge detector, Sobel edge detector, and Laplacian edge detector, canny edge detector [12, 13, and 14] .
Gradient-based edge detector:
It takes two dimensional derivatives while first derivative taking upon a local maxima at the edge. This is also deduced using estimated finite difference. In this, [14] the degree of gradient is represented by: g (x, y)  (∂x 2 + ∂y 2 )
1/2 (6) The angle of gradient orientation is given by the measure of x-axis and direction of edge at a point (x, y) is perpendicular to the direction in which gradient vector lies at that point [13] .
Sobel Edge Detector:
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The Sobel operator [12] performs a 2-D space matrix measurement of gradient. It finds fairly accurate magnitude of gradient at each point in a gray level image. The algorithm uses a pair of 3x3 convolution masks, one part of which approximates the gradient in the x-direction i.e. columns while the other depicts the gradient in the y-direction occurring as rows. For a source image D, the pair of matrices G x and G y is of size 3x3 containing the approximate values of derivative in the direction of x and y. The scale of gradient is given by: |G| = G x 2 + G y 2 (7) Thus, deriving the approximation to the magnitude of gradient, |G| = |G x | + |G y | (8)
Laplacian based edge detection:
For edge detection, the most extensively used algorithm, the Laplacian, identifies the regions of quick variations of intensity [12] . Also known as Second order derivative edge detector, this kind of maps for zero-crossings to unleash the edges. Let us consider fig. 2 for illustration, where the edge is represented by an increased intensity in signal input. Taking the first derivative or gradient of the signal it displays as follows with local maximum at the middle of the edge. If the extent of gradient surpasses a given threshold value, the location of pixel is concluded as the edge position as in Fig. 3 . The succeeding derivative is of zero magnitude when the first derivative is at local maxima [14] . 
Where I(x, y) is the Image function, g(x,y) is the obtained threshold image and T is the threshold value.
Laplacian of Gaussian: LoG or Laplacian of Gaussian, is a 2-D or second order derivative operator used to filter the noise from the image obtained through Laplace detector [2] . The Laplacian S of an image function m at a point pixel (x,y) is given by [14] :
The noise is removed to smoothen the image using an algorithm based convolution of Gaussian function in the form of square matrix of specified dimension. [14] While the Gaussian function hinders the presence of noise in image, the Laplacian operator is applied to provide zero crossing [19] edges. [22] . The LoG also known as MarrHildreth Edge Detector or the Mexican Hat operator [20] spans for unfolding the accurate location of edges and validates for broad region around the point by joining Gaussian filter with Laplacian operator to split the image with significant variation of intensity [21] . For steady intensity the output of LoG operator is null [20] . LoG(x,y) = -1/ 4 (1-(x 2 + y 2 )/2 2 ) ^e
The LoG responds to the occurring changes in a different way. It gives a positive response on the darker side and a negative on the lighter one. Similarly if a sharp edge occurs between regions, LoG responds with a zero
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value away from that edge; with a positive and a negative to either sides or a zero at any point on that particular edge [19] .
Canny Edge detector:
Canny developed the optimal filter by increasing the resultant of the expressions of the criteria of detection and localization discussed earlier [16] . The optimal filter is estimated using first derivative of Gaussian function. It [15] transforms a window of pixels into a binary pattern based on a specified local threshold, and then applies masks to find whether an edge is present at a defined point or not. Based on the criteria [14] , the canny edge detector first levels the image to remove the noise and tracks for the image gradient to show regions with high value of derivatives in space domain. The algorithm then passes along these regions and outdoes that pixel which is not a part of maximum. The Canny edge detector [14] makes use of optimal filter based on the first derivative of a Gaussian and follows the criteria in the following stages:  Initially, the input image is convolved with a Gaussian filter. A little blurred image is formed as compared to original. It is then improved by using Gaussian filters to remove noise contained in obtained image is before locating any edge keeping the width of filter lesser and sliding it over with the mask.  The intensity of edge is taken out by applying gradient measurement in spatial pattern using Sobel operator followed by approximation of gradient vector.  On the basis of the value of gradient in x and y directions of the image function, the criteria states the edge direction as 0 o or 90 o . The direction of the edge is deduced using the formula as below:
)  The break-offs falling in the depicted directions of edge are eliminated using image threshold and final image is thus formed [14] .
IV. LITERATURE SURVEY
The domain of digital image puts forward significant challenges in dealing with the problems related to computer vision system. Many of the problems in computer vision system analysis are formulated and operated on the principle of image segmentation [1] . However, many a researchers have carved out various methods to tackle with the puzzles of image segmentation, yet improvements are being made by the researchers and scholars to surpass the obstructions encountered in the algorithmic implementation of the segmentation methods including feature detection. In [3] , the authors have proposed a vigorous algorithm for feature detection. In this paper, the change in local curvature and model based on scale variations is taken as base to plot the points of interest in an image for information retrieval. Feature detection techniques involve extracting the edges and corners of the object in an image which is fairly described in [9] [15] . While edges are considered and 1-D attribute of feature, the corners are calculated by mapping onto the directions of edge been detected using the detection algorithms. The information about various corner detection techniques has been represented by Tripti Patel and S. Panchal in [4] . By studying their analysis, it is concluded that Harris and Susan relies on mask manipulation while Moravec considers the strength of corner in terms of sum of squared differences. Harris and Stephens [7] however made improvements for better result extraction. The edge been the vital feature of an image are detected by using Sobel [12] and Canny [16] operator. The edge further can be used to derive corners and lines of the given image [13] .While the characteristic features of Harris detector have been taken into consideration for extracting corners in [4] [5] [11] , SUSAN operator has been proposed to be optimal tool for low level image processing. Comparing the Harris and SUSAN detection methods, it has been come into light that Harris is better choice in corner detection than SUSAN in context to space and time complexity [13] and Laplace-Harris operator has been experimentally proven best for image enhancement in case of pre-processing of data is required [12] .
V. ASSESSMENT OF VARIOUS ALGORITHMS
This section of the paper is dedicated to reveal the corollary of detection of corners and edges using some of the algorithms discussed above. Fig. 4 shows a 300 pixel squared grayscale image, which was taken under test in
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the MATLAB toolbox and the result of applying Harris detector to this image is shown in fig.5 . The Harris operator is able to detect to the corners but it is sensitive to the very small variations in the pixel intensity and hence too many corners are detected in the image as compared to the results of Susan operator for which fig.6 can be referred. To simply make a variation to the comparative study of edge detection techniques, another test image is taken; a colored image of pixel size 512x384 pixel; fig.7 . Experimentation of various edge detection algorithms on this test image was done and the results of LoG and Canny edge detector are shown in fig.8 and fig.9 , respectively. In contrast to the result of LoG detector, the Canny edge detector detects more number of edges which in one way is advantageous unless the threshold for the sudden change in intensity is kept a little high which is subject to further experimentation. An edge map that reveals the contours of the object in the image is also shown in fig.  10 . 
VI. CONCLUSION
The evaluation of series of experiments leads to conclude that corner detection by the Susan operator yields better results in comparison to the Harris algorithm. Analyzing the edge detection algorithms unleashes the better properties of the LoG operator. But the results of both the algorithms in their respective domains lay an emphasis on directing the research in improving them by working upon certain parameters individually in order to make these methods adaptable to all types of images.
